Zotero: Special Instructions for Kinesiology

Zotero does not include AJP, the preferred citation style of the KIN program, as one of its default styles. KIN students will have to manually add it in order to generate bibliographies.

1. Open Zotero and navigate to the folder that contains the resources you want to cite.

2. Highlight the resources in the folder that you want to cite; click and hold the Ctrl (Windows) or Command (Mac) button to select more than one item.

3. Right click on the selected resources and click **Create Bibliography From Items**.
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4. The Create Citation/Bibliography window will open. Click on the Manage Styles link below the Citation Style box.

5. The Zotero Preferences window will open. Click on the Get Additional Styles link below the Style Manager box.
6. The Zotero Style Repository window will open.

- KIN 4400 students: Click in the Style Search bar, type Journal of Applied Physiology and click to select it.
- All other KIN students: Click in the Style Search bar and type AJP. Click to select one of the seven AJP journals to select it.

7. Your selection will now appear in your Zotero list of citation styles. Click OK to generate a bibliography of your selected items that can be copied into your assignment. Always double check for accuracy when using a citation manager to create a bibliography.